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Abstract: Thiss paper presentts the security framework
developed for virtual laboratory of microprrocessor technoology
T Brno. The central part of the framewoork is
deployed at TU
network probbe implementedd with ulogd2 - an open soource
connection loggging daemon,, which was extended
e
by seeveral
new plugins allowing anaalysing the neetwork traffic with
PU load. Thiss solution proovides perform
mance
negligible CP
similar to exppensive dedicaated network probes
p
but is much
m
more flexible as it can be im
mplmented direectly on the exiisting
Linux serverss or Linux rouuters without cannibalising their
throughput.
Key words: neetwork security analyzer Linuxx ulogd2

w have madee
libneetfilter_conntraack in this papper. However, we
thesee benchmarks and
a found that libnetfilter_con
nntrack inducess
the same or smalleer CPU load aas ipt_netflow. Moreover, wee
argu
ue that libnetfiltter_conntrack is much easier to
t deploy sincee
it haas already beenn included in alll Linux distributions. Despitee
of th
his, it remains widely
w
ignored bby Linux users..
This
T
paper iss structured inn following way:
w
first, wee
intro
oduce the VLAM
M project archiitecture. Then we
w describe thee
secu
urity frameworkk and its compponents. Finally
y, we comparee
our approach withh the availablee alternatives and show thee
posssible future development pathss in this area.

2. VLAM
V
PROJJECT ARCHIITECTURE
1. INTRODU
UCTION
VLAM
V
securitty framework is implied by
b the VLAM
M
netw
work architecturre depicted on F
Fig. 1.
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In the “Viirtual laboratoryy for microproccessor technoloogies”
(VLAM) projject, we have built a laborratory virtualizzation
infrastructure which is comppletely based on Linux. Thereefore,
work security measures
m
for VL
LAM
when implemeenting the netw
project, we were looking forr free Linux-baased network prrobes
a
all the exppensive standallone network prrobes
first, leaving aside
as a fallback solution.
The netwoork traffic probbe is a basic buuilding block of any
network securrity tool. The probe captures packets from
m the
network, pre--processes and//or analyzes thhem and sends the
results to a coollector service. The probe muust be able to haandle
traffic even duuring 100% nettwork load and this is quite haard to
achieve with 1Gbit or 10G
Gbit Ethernet, because the packet
analysis is muuch more CPU
U intensive thann routing/firewaalling
tasks carried by
b ordinary netw
work devices.
Therefore,, although somee network probbes are implemeented
in most brandd-name IP routeers, the burden on their CPU often
calls for deploying a standaalone network probe devices with
W-accelerated packet
p
analysis.
lots of CPU poower and/or HW
In VLAM
M project, we needed
n
a systeem which woulld be
capable of anaalyzing and prootecting againstt security threatts but
we also wanteed to have the accounting of both legitimatee and
unwanted netw
work traffic. Foor these purposes, there are seeveral
solutions avaailable in Linnux, for exam
mple libpcap with
PF_RING, nP
Probe, fprobe, softflowd,
s
pmaacct, libnetfilterr_log,
libnetfilter_conntrack, libe10000, ipt_netfloow and others. The
w were analyzedd and
nProbe, fprobe, softflowd annd ipt_netflow
benchmarked by (Kuna, 20009) who fouund the ipt_netflow
kernel modulee as the best peerforming tool out of those teested.
The nProbe and
a fprobe werre lacking far behind ipt_netflow
even when thee PF_RING socckets were usedd because these tools
do the packeet analysis in userspace whhich requires timeconsuming conntext switches.
Based on our own analyysis of the abovve mentioned tools,
t
we decided too build our system on the libbnetfilter_connntrack
and ulogd2 toools. Unfortunaately, to our knoowledge, an anaalysis
or performannce benchmarkk of these toools has not been
published yet. The only papeer describing ullogd2 (Welte, 2005)
2
c
is now quite
was written byy the author of ulogd2 but its content
outdated. Due to the obligatoory space limitaation we are nott able
a
benchmarkk of ulogd2 with
to publish thhe analysis and
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Fig. 1. VLAM project architecturee
The
T
project alllows students to work remotely with thee
equiipment located at the microproocessor laborato
ory similar wayy
as th
hey work in noormal full-preseence class settin
ng, where eachh
stud
dent sits at onee laboratory w
workplace equip
pped by MCU
U
deveelopment kit, ann oscilloscope aand a signal gen
nerator and hass
full control over thhis equipment. In the remote work scenario,,
V
project provides access to the laborato
ory workplacess
the VLAM
by means
m
of virtuaal desktop machhines which arre connected too
the laboratory
l
equiipment throughh ethernet or etthernet-to-USB
B
bridg
ges.
The
T VLAM web gateway syystem (Bliznak, 2010) assignss
one virtual desktop machine to each remote student
s
so thatt
ote students aree isolated from each other.
remo
The
T other secuurity element w
we have used are
a the 802.1Q
Q
VLA
AN interfaces (eth1.1- eth1.N
N on Fig. 1) separating thee
netw
works of each laaboratory workkplace. The sep
paration is donee
by th
he GbE switch whose configuuration is shown
n on Fig. 2.: thee
swittch port conneected to the physical serveer machine iss
conffigured as 802.1Q VLAN trunnk and the portts connected too

the individual workplace networks are configured to pass only
single VLAN. The packets coming from the workplaces are
802.1Q-tagged after entering their switch ports and packets
coming from server are untagged before leaving the switch.
This configuration creates the same level of isolation as if each
workplace was connected to a dedicated NIC in the server by a
dedicated cable – such a connection would be possible but
highly impractical.
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Fig. 2. 802.1Q VLANs in VLAM project
In fact, the VLAM project architecture was designed with
respect to existing network infrastructure and space/power/airconditioning constrains implied by the VLAM server running in
24/7/365 mode. We are aware that the server should be placed
in server room which can by far away from the laboratory and
that it is not feasible to install new cables between these places.
Therefore VLAM needs only one ethernet cable between the
server room and we implement the laboratory inner/internetwork isolation by 802.1Q VLANs.

3. VLAM SECURITY FRAMEWORK
The two thick grey dotted arrows on Fig. 1. are showing the
user interaction with VLAM components. The only components
visible to the user are the “VLAM web gateway” and the
laboratory workplace that the web gateway assigns to the user
after successful login. The implementation of the VLAM web
gateway and its security measures are described in (Bliznak,
2010). In this paper, we only address the top-level security
framework we have developed for VLAM.
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4. CONCLUSION
Although largely unnoticed by the Linux community, the
ulogd2 provides a very effective way for strengthening security
of servers and networks. This paper shows only one of the
possible deployment scenarios without performance
benchmarks. We are sure that the ulogd2 performance deserves
detailed analysis and we are already working on it to be able to
publish the results very soon.
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Fig. 3. VLAM security framework architecture
The framework structure is shown on Figure 3. It consists
of the network probe deployed at the physical virtualization
server and the data collector/analyzer component, which can be
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